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Abstract

This correspondence extends previously reported work ��� �� on the problem� or rather pos�

sibility� of achieving optimality of beamspace �BS	 array processing� where use is made of

dimensionally reduced data vectors
 The optimality here is with respect to the best possible

element space �ESP	 parameter estimation accuracy� i�e�� the Cram�er�Rao bound


� Introduction

The topic of sensor array signal processing deals with methods for processing measurements of

an array of sensors� Some typical applications are radio telescopy� where signals emitted by radio

sources are measured by means of antenna groups and passive sonar� where hydrophone arrays

are used for collecting data� The problem in these applications is to detect and estimate incoming

signals in order to determine� for example� the locations of the emitting sources�

The interest in performance improvement for model parameter estimation algorithms can

result in antenna arrays composed of a large number of sensor elements� Since the computational

requirements are directly a�ected by the dimension of the collected data� the burden increases

rapidly with the number of sensors� This is the case� e�g�� for the maximum likelihood estimator�

but also for the more recently developed high�resolution methods based on eigendecomposition of

the array covariance matrix� These latter methods� which by a �direct� approach �using the non�

reduced� or element space �ESP	� data vectors	� requires a number of operations proportinal to

the cube of the the dimension of the ESP data vectors� 
��� Therefore� in order to secure ecient
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computation of the algorithms it is useful to introduce some sort of mapping that reduces the

dimension of the data set before applying signal processing algorithms� Another advantage is that

if the transformation matrix is implemented using analog technology� there is a need for a smaller

number of analog�to�digital converters� as compared to the number needed for ESP computations�

The space into which the set of full dimensional data is mapped is referred to as the �reduced

dimension	 beamspace �BS	�

One approach to reduce the amount of computations is to employ a linear �matrix	 trans�

formation for mapping the full dimension ESP data into the lower dimensional BS� and then

apply a signal processing algorithm to this new set of data� The design of the matrix transforma�

tion is guided by some subjective criterion as� for instance� selection of spatial sector� 
�� �� ���

maximization of average signal�to�noise ratio within a speci�ed sector� 
�� ��� or minimization of

output interference power �assuming a priori knowledge of the interference scenario	� 
��� In 
����

the design is made by analytic determination of a transformation matrix through minimization

of the BS signal�to�noise ratio �SNR	 at which two closely spaced emitters can be resolved� The

derivation is carried out using the framework of the MUSIC algorithm� 
����

The main purpose of this correspondence is to generalize the previously reported analysis 
�� ��

of under which circumstances it is possible to retain the property of asymptotically achieving the

full�dimension Cram�er�Rao Bound �CRB	� while reducing the dimension of the data set used for

the estimation of the underlying model parameters� As shown in 
�� ��� it is possible to obtain

analytical expressions for the requirements to be met by an optimal transformation matrix� These

expressions rely on knowledge of the functional form of the array �calibrated array of arbitrary

geometry	 and the true values on the parameters�of�interest� This last condition is� however� not

limiting the possibilities of using the results derived to outline a design method�

The generalization considered herein consists of the employment of a more general data model

and the corresponding Cram�er�Rao bound� This model was used in 
��� for modeling of electro�

magnetic wavefronts by means of vector sensors� Therein� the derivation of the Cram�er�Rao

bound for this more general model can be found� In 
���� the same model is used for the modeling

of acoustic vector sensor measurements�

The main di�erence between the model considered here and the one employed in 
�� �� is that

we now can allow for multiple parameters per emitter� as well as for vector sensor data�

� The Data Model and Its Cram�er�Rao Bound

In this section the employed measurement model is brie�y reviewed� Moreover� the corresponding

Cram�er�Rao bound expression� as derived in 
���� is also given�
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��� A Generalized Measurement Model

The basic �narrowband	 data model we will consider here is of the following form� where we assume

that the number of vector sensors are m and the number of sources to be n� The employed vector

sensor is a device that is able to deliver� at its output� multiple measurements of di�erent wave

phenomena as� in 
��� for example� the complete electric and magnetic �eld components at the

sensor or as in 
���� the acoustic pressure and particle velocity vector� The model is the following�

y�t	 � A ��	x�t	 � e�t	 � ��	

where� y�t	 � Cj ��� is the observed array output vector at time instant t� whereas e�t	 � Cj ���

is an additive measurement noise vector� Assuming that the n emitters each generate unknown

vectors of wave fronts x�k��t	 � Cj �k�� � k � � � � � � � n� with x�k��t	 being the vector signal of the

kth source� we have x�t	 � Cj ��� where � �
Pn

k�� �k� We thus obtain the vector x�t	 by stacking

the x�k��t	�s on top of each other� see ��	� The transfer matrix A ��	 � Cj ��� and the parameter

vector � � RI q�� are given by

A ��	 �
h
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�
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�
� Cj ���k and the parameter vector for the kth source ��k� � RI qk�� �thus q �Pn

k�� qk	� We also de�ne
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�T �T
��	
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�
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where y�j��t	 � Cj �j�� is the vector measurement of the jth sensor �hence � �
Pm

j�� �j	�

��� The Cram�er�Rao Bound

Consider the model ��	 and the problem of estimating the parameter vector � of that model� with

�� P � E
h
x�t	x�t	T

i
and ��I � E

h
e�t	e�t	T

i
unknown� Observe that the noise model actually

can be even less restrictive than in the present case� and this without changing the Cram�er�

Rao bound expression� see 
��� for those details� From 
���� we have also the following theorem

�where N is the number of array output measurements or snapshots	� The noise e�t	 as well

as the source signal x�t	 are both assumed to be temporally uncorrelated stationary �complex	

Gaussian processes� See 
��� ��� for further assumptions�
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Theorem � The Cram	er�Rao bound on the estimation error covariance matrix of any 
locally�

unbiased estimator of the vector � in the model 
�� with �� P � �� unknown and �k � � for all k

is

CRB��	 �
��

�N

n
Re

h
btr

�
����U	�� �D��cD	bT

�io��
� ��	

where
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�
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���
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�c � I �� ��	

� � A �A�A	��
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D
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���	

and where � denotes a q � q matrix with all entries equal to one� and the block trace operator

btr��	� the block Kronecker matrix product �� � the block Schur�Hadamard product �� and the block

transpose operator bT are as dened in ���� with blocks of dimensions ���� except for the matrix

� that has blocks of dimensions qi � qj� Furthermore� the CRB remains the same independently

of whether �� is known or unknown� �

If �i �� �j for at least one pair �i� j	� we shall instead consider the expression

�
F ��
�

�
�ij�lp

�
�

��
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h
U�ij�

�
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��
�c

�
D
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l
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where 
F ��
� ��ij�lp is the �l� p	th entry of the matrix 
F ��

� ��ij� � Cj qi�qj and 
F ��
� ��ij�� in turn�

denotes the �i� j	th block entry of the Fisher Information matrix

F ��
� ��	 �

�

N
CRB�� ��	 � ���	

Similarly� U�ij� is the �i� j	th block entry of the matrix U de�ned in ��	�

Observe here that the matrix D
�i�
l � Cj ���i � that is� it is the

�Pi��
k�� qk � l

�th
block column

�composed of �i columns	 of D� see 
��� for more details�

� Optimal Transformation Matrix

In order to obtain the beamspace �BS	 observations� we �rst de�ne a transformation matrix

T � Cj ��r� The observed data in BS are then related to the element space �ESP	 measurements

according to z�t	 � T �y�t	 � Cj r��� If r � �� this is more commonly referred to as beamforming

in the array processing literature�

The BS data model can now be written as� with �� denoting the true value of the parameter

vector ��

z�t	 � T �A ���	x�t	 � T
�e�t	 � ���	
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where we also shall require that the transformation matrix satis�es T �T � Ir� that is� it shall

have orthonormal columns� This requirement is for guaranteeing that the BS noise� T �e�t	� is

white whenever the ESP noise e�t	 is so�

In order to assess the optimal performance for this new model� the only thing we have to do is

to replace A and D in Theorem � �or in ���		 with T �A and T �D� respectively� If we denote by

CRBESP ���	 the ESP Cram�er�Rao bound and the corresponding BS bound by CRBBS ��� � T 	�

we �nd the BS CRB�expression to be

CRBBS ��� � T 	 �
��

�N

n
Re

h
btr

�
����UBS	�� �D

�T 
�c�BS T
�D	bT

�io��
� ���	

where we now have

UBS � P
�
A�TT �AP � ��I

���
A�TT �AP ���	


�c�BS � I � T �A �A�TT �A	��A�T � ���	

Provided that there exist e�cient estimation algorithms� that is algorithms that attain the

Cram�er�Rao bound� the main objective would be to �nd a transformation matrix T that makes

the ESP and BS bounds coincide for the true value on the parameter vector� i�e�� CRBBS ��� � T 	 �

CRBESP ���	� This would then guarantee the best possible performance of any ecient algorithm

applied to BS data�

Now� let dim fT g denote the number of columns� or the dimension� of the matrix T � Recall

also that �k is the number of components of the vector signal� x�k��t	� of the kth source� We have

the following theorem�

Theorem � Suppose that �k � �� k � � � � � � � n� Then the equality

CRBBS ��� � T 	 � CRBESP ���	 ���	

holds true provided that

TT � 
A ���	 � D ���	� � 
A ���	 � D ���	� � ���	

and dim fT g � � �n�
Pn

k�� qk	�

Proof� The theorem follows directly by making use of the assumption ���	 in equations ���	 and

���	� since ���	 implies that

UBS � U ���	

�c�BS � T ��cT � ���	

The equality ���	 follows if use is made of the requirement that the columns of T shall be

orthonormal� TT � � I� A comparison with Theorem � now shows that the BS CRB coincides with
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the ESP one� Note that the number of columns in T is allowed to be larger than � �n�
Pn

k�� qk	�

as long as ���	 is satis�ed� This is also the lower bound on the number of sucient conditions on

T that guarantee that ���	 can be ful�lled� �

The �nal notes in the proof above was utilized in 
�� �� for devising a method for design of

transformation matrices� using a less general model than ��	� The argument is based on the

fact that the transformation matrix may have more columns than the lower bound indicated in

the theorem above� This means that instead of knowing exactly the true value of the parameter

vector� we can design a transformation matrix satisfying the assumption ���	 in some parameter

intervals� �hopefully� containing also the true parameter vector value�

Corollary � Suppose now that �i �� �j for at least one pair �i� j	� Then� if dim fT g �
Pn

k�� �� � qk	 �k

and

TT � 
A ���	 � D ���	� � 
A ���	 � D ���	� � ���	

we have

CRBBS ��� � T 	�ij�lp � CRBESP ���	�ij�lp ���	

for the �l� p	th position of the �i� j	th block entry of the ESP Cram	er�Rao bound matrix CRBESP ���	�

Proof� Follows immediately from equation ���	 and the assumption ���	� together with the proof

of Theorem �� Observe that the number of columns are � �
Pn

k�� �k for A ��	 and
Pn

k�� �kqk for

D ��	� �

Theorem � and its corollary generalize the result in 
�� ��� where it was assumed that both

qk � � and �k � �� k � � � � � � � n �that is� only one signal and one signal parameter �the azimuth

angle	 per source	� In those references� a method was proposed for design of a transformation

matrix satisfying assumptions similar to those stated herein� Some �rough� prior information

about the true value of the parameter vector � is necessary� however� That design method can�

fairly easily� be applied also to this generalized model �with some obvious changes	� The only

thing needed is speci�ed intervals for all di�erent physical parameters �such as azimuth and

elevation� etc	� within which those parameters� by the assumed prior knowledge� can be assumed

to be located�

Finally� observe that the bounds on dim fT g� the number of columns in T � stated in Theorem

� and its corollary are indeed lower bounds� provided that the matrix 
A ���	 D ���	� has full

rank�

� Summary

This correspondence extends previously reported work on the possibility of optimality in beamspace

array signal processing� The presented extension is in terms of a more general measurement model�
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The main result is the statement of sucient conditions for being able to have the same model

parameter estimation accuracy in beamspace as that possible in element space� These conditions

include bounds on the dimension of the beam space� above which it is always possible to attain

the element space Cram�er�Rao bound also in beam space�

The implication of this work is that� provided there exist e�cient parameter estimation algo�

rithms for a model that �ts into the employed model structure� any of these algorithms can be

used for element space ecient parameter estimation using the reduced�dimension beam space

data� The reduction of the data dimension imply a reduction in computational requirements for

many popular estimation methods�
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